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1. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe a close connection between moduli spaces of non-

orientable Riemann surfaces with one boundary curve and certain spaces of interval exchanges

transformations with flips. For orientable surfaces, several descriptions for connections between

the moduli spaces of Riemann surfaces and the spaces of interval exchange transformations

have occurred. The connection to surface theory via measured foliation is well-known. First

investigations of a space of interval exchange transformations in connection with moduli space

are the work of Masur and Veech, c.f. [M] and [V]. The gradient flow of a dipole function has the

Poincare (first return) map. It is the map from the right to left equipotential line of the support

of a configuration of slit pairs in the complex plane. This is an interval exchange map. In [B3] it

is shown that the configuration space PSC(g) of parallel slit domains which is homeomorphic to

the moduli space 2T(<?) of Riemann surfaces of genus g with one boundary curve, offers a natural

map PSC(g) = 9tt(p) -» ?${2g), the space of interval exchange maps. Such maps have been

used several times e.g. to construct Dyer-Lashof operation on the operand of moduli space, c.f.

[B2]; and its ergodic behavior have been studied, c.f. [V], [Zo] and more recently in [KZ]. Our

interest comes from studying the moduli space SJl*^ of non-orientable Riemann surfaces of genus

g with one boundary curve and c > 0 extra points which can be described as a configuration

space P±(h,c) of h-slit pairs in the complex plane C, see [Zl].

If an interval exchange transformation (t/>, r) is orientable, the closed surface F^ (e.g. take

the suspension of {II>,T)) induced by (ip,r) is orientable. If (ip,r) has flips, then F^ is a closed

non-orientable surface. There is no direct relation between the number n of intervals [or the

number of discontinuity points yi,y2,- •. ,yn] and the genus g of the surface F^. One needs

the information on the permutation r = (r( l) , . . . ,r(n)). In [V], he proved that the genus of

the surface F^ is given by the formula g = Crf—, where c^ is the number of the disjoint

cycles in the characteristic permutation o> defined by the formula aT(i) = T~1[T(Z) -t- 1] — 1.

It is somewhat similar to our computation for the genus of a surface F±(L) induced by the

configuration L = {L\,..., L^h \ A) of slit pairs; 2g = h — c for orientable surfaces and g = h — c — l

for non-orientable surfaces; here h is the number of slit pairs [or the number of discontinuity

points yi, J/2J • • •, V2h] and c is the number of disjoint cycles of what we also call the characteristic

permutation 5^ derived from the pairing (fixed-point free involution) A G S2/1.

First we describe colored interval exchange transformations with flips. A color interval ex-

change transformation is an interval exchange transformation / : E —> MU \Jc
i=2 ^1 w ^ n c°lo rmg

(TT,T) where a coloring IT is a map from a set of intervals to a fixed set C = {1,2,... ,c} of

cardinality c > 1 and r is an identification of the end points of intervals which is compatible

with 7T. For c = 1, it is just an interval exchange map. We study the space <£x±(h,c) of colored

interval exchange transformations with flips. To grasp information about homotopy types of

moduli spaces, we determine the homotopy type of (Sx±(/i, c).



A non-orientable Riemann surface with one boundary curve can be seen as a closed non-

orientable Riemann surface together with a tangent direction at some base point given. Such

a surface comes with a harmonic flow and a canonical curve, on which to define a first-return

map. To connect such surfaces with interval exchanges, we construct a continuous map $^ :

P±(h,c) —> <Sy±(2/i, c + 1) where the configuration space P^(h,c) of slit in the plane C is

homeomorphic to the moduli space 9Jt*c
x where g = h — c — 1.

2. COLORED INTERVAL EXCHANGES

Definition 2.1. By an interval exchange with flips we mean simply a collection y = (yi,..., yn\v)

consisting of the following data:

1. a finite set A = {y\,... ,yn} with y\ < • • • < yn and y\ ^ yn of n-cut points on the real

line R, which cut R into (n — l)-intervals Y{ = [j/i, 2/i+i]

2. a flip set T which is a non-empty subset of {1 , . . . , n}

3. a permutation a in En_i which is a product of disjoint cycles a1 a2 ... ac.

Definition 2.2. Let yn be a set of n intervals. A k-coloring of the intervals of yn is a map n

from the interval of yn to a fixed set C = {1,2,.. . , c} of cardinality c, called the set of colors.

For each IT, there associates r which is an identification of the end points of intervals of yn which

is compatible with TT. (Thus end points of intervals is identified by r only if the left endpoint of

the interval has the same color as the right endpoint of the other intervals).

A full k-coloring of the interval of yn is a k-coloring % in which every color is used at least

once (i.e. IT is surjective). In our consideration IT is always surjective.

Definition 2.3. A colored interval exchange is an interval exchange with flips together with the

pairs (TT, r) such that

1. the number of disjoint cycles of a equals the cardinality c of the set C

2. for each disjoint cycle az of a, the ni number of same colored intervals are permuted by

a\ where ni is the length of the cycle a\

For a colored interval exchange y, we write

y = (yi,---,yn|cr|(7r,T)).

A permutation a € £n_i is called reducible if there exists an index i < n such that <T{1, . . . , i} =

{1 , . . . , i} . Otherwise it is called irreducible. An interval exchange obtained by a reducible per-

mutation is non-ergodic. For c = 1 and fixed c, the colored interval exchange y is just an

irreducible interval exchange on (n — l)-intervals.

To each colored interval exchange y, we associate to a map
c

R U \f §}- >
i=2

in the following way:



Let y = (y i , . . . ,yn\a\(n,T)) be a given colored interval exchange. Denote Si the length of

Yi. Set y[ = y\ and y'i+1 = y\ + sa-\u\ for i = 1,2,... ,n — 1. We now have new cut points

A colored interval exchange transformation fy : R —> M. U V£=2 ̂ 1 i s defined by

{ ^ / >i + (£ — yi) if j/j *C ̂  <1 y%-\-\ a n d •£ € JF*

y'*(i) + ( w + i - 0 i f yi<£<yi+i a n d * G ?

i if ^ < yu £ > yn •

Note that two different colored interval exchanges may yield the same transformation. This

happens when «j = 0 for some i.An interval Y^ whose length s^ = 0 is called uncolorable.

Since interval exchange is fully characterized by the lengths of the intervals involved and the

permutation, we describe here, for simplicity, a colored interval exchange y in terms of the

lengths s^, denoted by y = (s\,... ,sn_i|<r|(7r,T)).

Lemma 2.4. The following relations generate an equivalence relation on the set of colored in-

terval exchanges,

(s i , . . . , Si,s i+i, •.. ,sn_i|cr|(7r,r))

5j = 0; and

(s i , . . . , Sj, Si+i,. •., sn-i\a\{n, r)) « (s i , . . . , s», s i + i , . . . , sn-i |(j J + 1)<T(J + 1 j)|(7r, T))

if Si = 0 and <T(J) = z.

/fere (A; &+1) 6 Sn_i «s i/ie transposition of k and k + 1 /or 0 < A; < n — 2.

T/ie dass o/ i/ie colored interval exchanges y = (y\,... ,yn|cr|(7r,r)) is denoted by Q = [y] =

bi,---,ynk|(7r,r)].

Remark 2.5. By the above relations, all uncolorable intervals can be moved among the intervals

Yi. The equivalence relation is invariant on the choice of the orientation and on the choice of

colors.

3. THE SPACE £y±(n, c) OF COLORED INTERVAL EXCHANGES

For full-coloring, we introduce a condition on interval exchanges:

Definition 3.1. A colored interval exchange y = (yi,..., yn\a\(n, r)) is said to be regular if for

each cycle a1 of a, there is at least one index j € u% for j = 1,2,..., n — 1, such that the interval

Yj with Sj 7̂  0. Otherwise, it is called irregular.

Clearly, if y « y' and y is regular, then so is y'. Therefore t) = [y] is regular if an exchange

y G t) is regular.

Definition 3.2. The exchange y — (yi , . . . , yn|c"|(7r> T)) is called normal form if there exists an

index j , 1 < j < n — 1, such that SJ > 0 for all i < j and Sj = 0 for all i > j .
4



Lemma 3.3. By the equivalence relation sa , any colored interval exchange y can be brought

into its normal form.

We also denote t) the class of the regular, normalized, colored interval exchanges by y =

(j/ij • • • ,yn\o~\{KiT)). The set of such classes t) of regular normalized colored interval exchanges

is denoted by ^ ^ ( n , c).

We now make a normalization for the colored interval exchanges y by acting the group Sim(R)

of similarities of R, a subgroup of GL(2,R) consisting of 2 x 2 matrices of the form f ~

where a € R+, b G R, The associated Mobius transformation M : R -» R (orientation preserving

or reversing) defined by M(x) = ax + b, is an automorphism of R The action of Sim{R) is

defined by

In terms of translations and dilations, the action is defined by

y + b: = (y1 + b,...,yn + b\a\(n,T))
y-a: = (oj/i,... ,oyn|a|(7r,r)).

Clearly, if y « y', then M-y sa M-y'; and the action is free, and has a section y H-> (y, ^ i^ i 1 5«) G

5im(R). Moreover this action is invariant on the set T and on the choice of colors.

Definition 3.4. If the cut points y\ = 0 and yn = 1, then the exchange is called normalized.

To simplify the notation, we also write a normalized colored interval exchange by

From now on all colored interval exchanges y are considered to be normalized.

For a normalized colored interval exchange y = (yi,... ,yn\a\(n, r)), we have 0 < s^ <

1 , Y^=i si = 1- ^ o r ° fixed, a colored interval exchange can be parameterized by the (n — 1)-

tuples s i , . . . , sn-\. Thus a topology on the set £j::t(n,c) is defined by setting Sj as barycentric

coordinates in a closed (n — 2)-simplex An~2 indexed by the permutation a € Sn_i, at least

as long as all Si are positive. A face of a simplex is identified with other faces of the same and

other simplicies in accordance with the equivalence relation « of the exchanges.

Proposition 3.5. The space <5^(n,c) of colored interval exchanges is a cell complex of dimen-

sion (n — 2), and the realization of the space (£f±(n, c) is

•

4. THE HOMOTOPY TYPE OF (Er^n.c)

Before determining the homotopy type of £j±(n, c), we need to compute the following:
5



Lemma 4.1. The number of all normal forms of the highest dimensional cells of (Sjr^n, c) is
\

->n—1

1 < n; < n - 2
.. .+nc = n —

n c

here n{ is the number of colored intervals with a color-i.

PROOF: First we need to compute the number Af£ of all possible different ways of coloring

all the intervals Yi,. . . , Y^-i with the given colors c (for full-coloring) in accordance with (7r, r)

and a.

Perform n first and then apply a. Let rii be number of intervals whose ends are colored with

i. Thus rii > 0, £;=1nj = n. We induct on c.

For c = 2. At least two intervals from the (n — 1) intervals must be painted with the color

1 and the color 2. If we paint only one interval with the color-2 and paint the other (n — 2)

intervals with the color-1, the remaining colored intervals with color-1 can be permuted among

themselves in (n — 2)! ways and the number of different ways of coloring is J"!1 /^, i.e. ^"i~ '̂i

where rij is the number of colored intervals with i = 1,2. If we paint any two intervals with

color-2 and paint the rest (n — 3) intervals with the color-1, then the two color-2 intervals can be

permuted in 2! ways and for the remaining color-1 intervals can be permuted in (n — 3)1 ways.

Then a different ways of coloring is /„"" V- .̂ Proceed until all (n — 2) intervals are painted with

the color-2. Then we have the different ways of coloring is nfa-2)!' Hence all possible ways of

different coloring the (n — 1) intervals with color-1 and color-2 in accordance with (TT, r) and a

is

E
l<n,< n-2

Til -f*7l2 = 7 1 — 1

n\\

It is similar for c = 3. At least three intervals from the (n — 1) intervals must be painted

ith color-1, color-2 and color-3. If ri2 = nz — 1, then there are in_3Z jj i ; different ways. If

= I,n3 = 2, then there are J"^ , 2! different ways, and so on. Hence

<m <n-2
2]. 713!

By induction, we have

K = E
l<n{ < n - 2

Ti 1 -f-.. ,-\-nc = 71 — 1

(n-l)!
!... nc!

There are (n̂  — 1)! different ways of permuting intervals with color-i. Since the colored interval

exchanges have flips, then the number of all normal forms of the highest dimensional cells of

(Sr^n, c) is

yi-l

\

E
\<m <n-2

\ ni + . . .+nc = n —

\\ 712 ! • . . nc\



for 1 < c < n - 1 and 1 < ni < n — 2, i = 1,2,..., c. D

To obtain the skeletal filtration of (Sf±(n, c), we now define an inclusion i : £?±(/i, c) ->

Cj^n + l,c) as follows:

Let y = (yi,... ,yn\a\(%,T)) € t) be normal form. We add an uncolorable interval [yniVn] to

the exchange y so that the new exchange now has (n + 1) cut points having the same number c

of different colors. The inclusion

i : ->

is defined by

where the permutation a © id G Sn is acting the same way as <r action on the first (n — 1)-

indices and is fixing the last newly added index n. In the normal form of the colored exchange

representing i(t)) € (Sj^n + l,c), the associate vector e' is of the form (ei,... ,en_i,en = 1)

where e = (ei,...,en_i) is the associate vector of the exchange y of t) € lEy^Wjc). Since a

colored interval exchange can be brought into its normal form, then the image of the inclusion

i is exactly the (n — 2) skeleton of the cell complex £p±(n + 1, c).

We take the class of trivial interval exchanges

as a base point of the space (£f±(n, c). Here the vector e of the normal form of In is (1,1,...,1).

It is clear that i(In) = In+i-

By the relation w of the colored interval exchanges and the regularity condition, the Euler-

Characteristic of the cell complex (Eĵ  (n, c) is

n - 2

(4.1)
fc=0

where z'f. is the number of all normal forms of A;-cells in Cj^n, c) and the formula of z£ is

\

(4.2) E
l < m < k

(fc+1)!

... nc

for 1 < * < c < n - 1 and c < k. (Set z% = 1 and ^ + 1 = 0 for c > A.)

Some examples of z\.

zk
c = 1
c = 2
c = 3
c = 4
c = 5

Jfc
*i
0
0
0

1
4 .
8 ,

k =
A —
4 -
0
0

2
16
48
48

k
4
4
4
z4

= 3
= 96
= 352
= 576
= 384
0

k = <
4 =
Z4 ~
4 =
4 =

768 ...
3200 ...
6720 ...
7680 ...
3840 ...



Proposition 4.2. The cell complex Cjr^n, c) of the classes of regular normalized colored inter-

val exchanges y = (yi, . . . , yn|o1(7r,T)) is homotopy equivalent to the bouquet

of ec
n spheres of dimension (n — 2), where ec

n = Xwb=i(~

PROOF: For 0 < t < 1, a homotopy

is defined by

Ht(t)) = Ht([yu ... ,yn\a\{ir,T)]) := [(1 - t)yu . . . , (1 - t)yn, l|a © id|(7r,r)].

When i = 0, the map HQ is the inclusion i, which adds an uncolorable interval at the right end

of the colored interval exchange, which is increasing throughout the homotopy at the expanse

of all others; under Hi those end up as uncolorable intervals at the left end. By the equivalence

relation, i?i(tj) is the base point In+i in £p±(n + l,c). Hence the inclusion i : £y±(ra, c) —>

(Ejr^n + ljc) is homotopic to the constant map by the homotopy Ht : Cj^n,*:) ->• £^(71 + 1,0).

For n = 2, (Ear1"(2,1) is merely a point. By induction on n, it follows that the cell complex

(Sj±(n, c) is homotopic to a bouquet of spheres of dimension (n — 2).

We now determine the number ec
n of spheres on this bouquet \/e" §n~2- Since xCCy^fn, c)) =

X^oC- l )* 4 a n d t h e Euler-characteristic of the bouquet \/e" §"~2 is 1 + (-l)ne^, then

Set e| = 1 and e£ = 0 for c > n.
e n

C = 1
C = 2
c = 3
c = 4
c = 5

n
e 3
e 3

= 3
= 4
= 8

n

ele1
e3

4

= 4
= 12
= 40
= 48

n

4
4
4
4

= 5
= 84
= 312
= 528
= 384

n

4
4

4
4

= 684 .. .
— zooo . . .
= 6192 ...
= 7296 ...
= 3840 ...

5. THE MAP $± : P±(h,c) -> Cy±(2/i,c+ 1)

In this section we recall the description of the parameterization for the moduli space 9Jl*^.

For more detail, we refer to [Zl]. The starting point of such a parametrization is the work of

[Bl] which gives a new description for the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g with

one boundary curve as a space of parallel slit domains.

Let F be a compact non-orientable Riemann surface of genus g > 0 with a tangent direction

3£ at a given base point O G F; here 3£ = (x) is a non-zero tangent vector x, up to a positive mul-

tiple. The moduli space 971*̂  consists of dianalytic equivalent classes [F,X, O, {S\,S2, • • •, Sc}]

where S\,S2, • • •, Sc are extra points on F; here a dianalytic equivalence is a homeomorphism



/ : F —> F' which may be analytic or anti-analytic, such that (i)f{O) = O', (ii)df(X) =

3£' and {iii)f{S\,S2, • • •,Sc} = {S[, S2 , . . . , 5^}. SEK*̂  is a smooth, non-compact, non-orientable

real manifold of dimension 3# + 3c + 3. It is homotopy-equivalent to the classifying space of

the mapping class group T*(g) of isotopy classes of all diffeomorphisms of F fixing O, X and

permuting the extra points 5j. We can describe 93?*^ as a configuration space of parallel slit

pairs in the complex plane C as follows.

A parallel slit Lk is a semi-infinite line parallel to the _X"-axis in C A fixed point free involution

A in a symmetric group S2/j (h > 0) is said to be a pairing. A signature of the pairing A is

defined by either +1 or - 1 for each pair i and X(i). The index pair having the value +1 (resp.

—1) is called type I (resp. type II). By a configuration of parallel slit pairs of type I and type II

L = (Li,..., L2h\^\T) we mean a collection consisting of the followings:

1. An ordered sequence Li,I>2,- •• ,£2/1 of 2h parallel slits in C such that yk < yk+i and
xk — x\(k) for 1 < A; < 2/i,

2. a pairing A e T,2h,

3. the type sequence T = (<i, *2» • • • 5*2/1) with tj = î (») a n d ti = I or II.

The slits in L are not necessarily to be distinct.

Identifying edges of slits associates to each L a closed surface F±{L) of some genus g. Set

Fk = {(z,y) eC\yk<y< yk+1} for fc = 1 , . . . ,2h - 1,

Fo = {(*,#) e C I i / < y i } and

.F^ = {(a;,y) € C | j/2/1 < y}- Then the Ffc are closed strips between the slits. Apart from the

point at infinity, Fk are disjoint. On the disjoint union of FQ, ..., F2h the points are identified

by the following rules.

(1) Fk => (x,yk) ~ (x,yk) G Fk+iioi x > xk

[2)[typel] Fk 3 (x,yk) ~ (x,yX(k)) £ ^(fcj-i
Ffc_x 9 (x,yk) ~ (s,i/A(fc)) e FA(fc) for x < xk

(3)[typelI] Fk B (x,yk) ~ (aJ,yA(fc)) e FA(fc)

Ffc_i 3 {x,yk) ~ (x,yA(fc)) G FX(k-i) &r x < o

The quotient space F(L) := |_lit=o Fk/ ~ obtains the quotient topology. Identification rule(3)

reverses the orientation of an adjacent angle. Hence a surface F(L) obtained by the configuration

L consisting of slit pairs of type II is always non-orientable. If L consists of type I only, then

F(L) is orientable. We assume that any configuration L contains at least a slit pair of type II.

To compute c from a given slit configuration, we need a new permutation in S4/1 which gives

us the characteristic permutation 6^ € £2/1 • For doing so, we take exactly two copies of each

symbol i, say i+,i~, of the pairing A. The permutation CTA of such Ah symbols is obtained as

follows:



L e m m a 5.1. Let L = {L\,... ,L

permutation a\ G £4/1 defined by

9iven. Then the pairing A € S2/1 induces a unique

(A(* - I))" if
(\(i _ i \ \+ if

The o> is called X-extended permutation. This permutation a\ has an even number of disjoint

cycles. They can be equally separated into two different parts; we call these the characteristic

permutations in £2^ denote them by 5X and 6\. Signatures of 5^ and 5\ are defined by setting

+1 for i+ and —1 for (i + 1)~. Hence we have the two associated vectors 77 = (771,... ,V2h) and

C = (Ci, • • •, C2/1) with some rji, Q £ T and rn = -& for i = 1 , . . . , 2h.

The connectivity, denoted by c, of L = ( Iq , . . . , L2A|A|T) is defined by the formula

c + 1 = number of disjoint cycles of <5A.

The connectivity c is strictly less than the number h of slit pairs, at most c = h— 1; if i contains

only a slit pair of type II, then c = 0 and if L contains only a slit pair of type I, then c would

be 1, which would not happen since all L we consider contains at least a slit pair of type II).

The connectivity c give us the existence of the extra points S i , . . . , Sc on the surface F(L) as

we now see. Let S C C be the smallest rectangle containing all endpoints z\,..., Z2h of the slits

in L. The smallest means that the left lower corner of S has the coordinate {min(a;^), min(y^)}

and the right upper coordinate of S is {max(xk), max(yfc)} for 1 < k < 2h. Such a rectangle S is

called the support of the configuration L. For xo > min(a;fc), the line / = {(x,y) € C | x — XQ} is

drawn parallel to the vertical boundary of S. It yields the closed intervals Yo, Y i , . . . , Y /̂i where

YQ is below the cut of Li, YK is between the cuts of L^, Lk+i and Y2/1 is above the cut of L^h-

Some intervals may be points. These intervals Yi are needed to re-glue in a certain permuted

order since on meeting an edge of a slit, a path goes on at the corresponding edge in the same or

the opposite direction until the path is closed. 5X prescribes the gluing way, r? gives the unique

orientation for the Fj. Therefore Yi is followed by Y$xuy, and the orientation of Yi is preserved if

i)i = 1, unless Yi is re-glued in the reverse orientation; see the following figure.

A = (15)(26)(34)

T = {I,II,II,II,1,11)
FIGURE 1

<5X = (51432)

r, = (1,-1,1,-1,-1)
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(In the figure a slit is depicted as a horizontal half-line unbounded to the left, a pair is depicted

by an arc from an endpoint of a slit to the corresponding endpoint of another slit, and symbols

I, II denote the type of slit pairs.)

Let Y be a complex obtained by regluing Yi. Then Y is a subset F(L) and has (c + 1)

path-connected components. For each L, there exists a distinguished component, namely the

component containing Y^h • Such a distinguished component of Y is called the principal com-

ponent. The existence of remaining components in Y depends on L. Let R° be a set in F(L)

induced by the support S in the construction for F(L). The complement of R° in F(L) has

the same (c + 1) components as that of Y. It also has a principal component and another c

components. The principal component and the other components associated to the base point O

and to the extra points S\,...,SC of the surface F(L), respectively. The compact non-orientable

surface F±(L) is defined by: F±(L) := F(L)\J{O,Si,...,Sc}.

One crucial point is to find configurations which lead to (dianalytically) equivalent surfaces.

Such configurations are connected by a chain of slit-jumps. It can be seen as follows. Assume

Lk C Lk+\. After gluing four banks of the slit pair Lk+i,Lx(k+i)> the lower bank of the slit

Lk+i (where Lk lies) is now the same as the upper bank of £,\(/b+i)> that means the slit Lk could

jump across over the pair Lk+i,Lx(k+i) and the new configuration gives an equivalent surface.

We now define the jumps of slits as follows:

Assume that Lk C Lk+i, \{k + 1) > k + 1 in a given configuration L = {L\,..., Ir2&|A|T). A

configuration L = {L\,..., L2/i|A|T) obtained by a jump of slit Lk over the slit pair {Lk+i, £A(fc-t-i))

is as follows:

Set Lp(j) = Lj for j ^ k, j = 1,... ,2/i and the endpoint of Lp{k) is {xk,y\{k+\))-> here p is a

transposition in S2/1 defined by

2. p :— (\(k + 1) - 1. . . k) if t(yfc+i) = / /

Define A = pAp"1.

The jumps are called Rauzy jumps. Note that for the jump type of case (2), the type tp^k)

in L is changed (if tk = I/II in L, then tp^k) — HII in -̂ > s e e figure 2 for such a jump. The

relation generated by the jumps is an equivalence relation on the set of slit configurations. The

equivalence class of the configuration L is denoted by C = [L\,... ,£2/1!A|T] which we call a

parallel slit domain of type I and type II.

W
FIGURE 2

Another point is to exclude some configurations which will lead singular surfaces. Such

configurations are called degenerate configurations. A configuration L is called degenerate if
11



there exists, (assume k < X{k)), a slit LK € L such that Lk+i C Lk = A\(fc) for any (if exists)

index i between k and X(k) . It is possible that in an equivalent configuration in which one

configuration satisfies the above degenerate condition and the others do not. Therefore we call

C degenerate if it contains a degenerate configuration. Otherwise we call C non-degenerate.

Since F±(L) depends only on the class of L, write the surface F±(C) instead F±(L). In [Zl],

it is proved that F±(C) is a non-orientable Riemann surface of genus g •=• h — c — 1 with one

boundary curve and c > 0 extra points.

We denote PSC^ (h, c) as the set of non-degenerate parallel slit domains. The 3-dimensional

contractible group Sim(C) = R2 xi K+ of similarities of C acts freely on P5C±(/i, c) by trans-

lations and dilations. The translations in X- resp. Y-direction correspond to the real additive

integral constants of two harmonic functions and the dilations correspond to the undetermined

length of the tangent vector x representing the direction j = (x). We call C normalized if

yo = 0,y2/i = 1 and min(a;t) = 0. P±(h,c) denotes the subspace of normalized non-degenerate

parallel slit domains.

Now we state the following theorem from [Zl].

Theorem 5.2. There is a space P±(h,c) of parallel slit domains type I and II in the plane C

with the following properties:

1. P±(h,c) is a non-compact, smooth manifold (without boundary) of dimension 3h. It is

non-orientable for any c > 0.

2. 971*̂  is homeomorphic to the space P±{h, c) where g = h - c — 1.

We now define the map $ ± : P±(h, c) —» £y±(2/i, c + 1) as follows:

Let £ = [L\,... ,L2h\X\T} € P±(h,c). Then the endpoint Zk = {xk,Vk) of the slit Lk gives

the cut point yk on K. Hence we have the interval Y& = [ykiVk+i] f°r the exchange y. Recall

that each pairing A € S2/1 induces the characteristic permutation 8^ € Y^2h associated with a

vector n — (771,..., 772/t). The connectivity c of L gives the number c + 1 of different colors for

y = (yi,---,y2ft|o-|(7r,T)).

We define * ± : JOT£i = P±(h,c) -*• (£j:±(2/i, c + 1) by

<&*(£) = ̂ ±([L1,...,L2h\X\T}) :=\yi,...,V2hW\(*,T)],

where Zk — {zkiVk) is the endpoint of the slit Lk, and a G £2/1-1 is defined by
(^ _ / SXC7) for i = 1,2,..., 2/i - 1 and Sx (j) ± 2h,
K3} •" \ 6x.6x(j) for 6x(j) = 2h.

It is clear that $ ± is well-defined and continuous since jumps of slits move only uncolorable

interval around.

The geometric interpretation of the image $±(Xi) can be seen as follows:

On the surface F with a tangent direction X at the base point O, there is a function u : F —> M. =

KU 00 such that (1) u is harmonic away from O (2) u(z) — Re(\/z) is smooth and vanishes at O
12



for any local parameter z around O such that z(O) = 0 and z({Si,..., Sc}) = {1,2,... , c} for z

around distinguished points and dz(X) = — dx. This characterizes u uniquely up to an additive

and a positive multiplicative constant (e.g. by minimizing the Dirichlet integral of u(z)-Re(l/z),

one obtains such a harmonic function u or by taking the unique abelian differential with a double

pole at O in the direction X that has pure imaginary periods, one obtains a harmonic function

by integrating its real part; c.f. [S]).

The gradient flow tp of it determines the critical graph K C F consisting of the dipole O,

all zeros of the flow and critical points as vertices and unstable submanifolds of the flow as

edges. Since Fk = F — K is connected and simply-connected, there is a holomorphic map

w = u + iv : Fk —> C which is unique up to another additive constant for harmonic conjugate

v of u. The complement of w(Fk) in C are the slits Li U Li U • • • U Lih of £ representing

[F, X, O, {Si, 52,. •., Sc}]. Since u becomes a function of x on w(Fk), the flow <p also becomes

a horizontal flow (p = —dx. Let Q be a quadrilateral around O such that one pair of slits are

integral curves, the other pairs are equipotential curves of the flow <p and no zero is in the

interior of Q (since there are no other sinks for <p except O). Then the complement of Q is

a rectangle in C having sides parallel to X, Y—axes and containing all slit endpoints. Due to

the normalization, w(Q) is the complement of open unit square. The flow (p then induces a

function / from the right vertical x — 1 to the left vertical x = 0. The function / is defined

for all 0 < y < 1 such that y ^ yx , . . . , y2h, the levels of zeros of <p. (For example, the interval

Yi = [yi,yi+i] is carried horizontally by the flow <p to the left vertical at x = 0, here, after gluing,

Yi becomes Ya-\^y) Thus / is the inverse of the exchange map /0 for t) =

Remark 5.3.

1. The map $ ± is not surjective because not all permutations a 6 £2/1-1 having (c + 1)-

disjoint cycles can be obtained by the pairings A £ Z^ ; for example, for h = 2, c = 1, there

are sixteen 2-cells, four 1-cells and one 0-cell in (£p±(4,1), but four 2-cells, four l-cells and

one 0-cell make up the image of $ ± . Thus we do not have a good description of the image

of $±.
13



2. All the homology groups of €j±(/i, c) concentrate in one dimension while the homology

groups of 9Jl*°i exist also in some other dimensions, see [Z2]. It is clear that we need to

refine the space £y±(/i, c) to get more and better investigation of the moduli spaces £DT*̂ .
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